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Abstract: The growth of air transport demand expected over the next decades, along with the
increasing frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, such as heavy rainfalls and severe
storms due to climate change, will pose a tough challenge for air traffic management systems,
with implications for flight safety, delays and passengers. In this context, the Satellite-borne and
IN-situ Observations to Predict The Initiation of Convection for ATM (SINOPTICA) project has a
dual aim, first to investigate if very short-range high-resolution weather forecast, including data
assimilation, can improve the predictive capability of these events, and then to understand if such
forecasts can be suitable for air traffic management purposes. The intense squall line that affected
Malpensa, the major airport by passenger traffic in northern Italy, on 11 May 2019 is selected as a
benchmark. Several numerical experiments are performed with a Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model using two assimilation techniques, 3D-Var in WRF Data Assimilation (WRFDA) system
and a nudging scheme for lightning, in order to improve the forecast accuracy and to evaluate the
impact of assimilated different datasets. To evaluate the numerical simulations performance, three
different verification approaches, object-based, fuzzy and qualitative, are used. The results suggest
that the assimilation of lightning data plays a key role in triggering the convective cells, improving
both location and timing. Moreover, the numerical weather prediction (NWP)-based nowcasting
system is able to produce reliable forecasts at high spatial and temporal resolution. The timing was
found to be suitable for helping Air Traffic Management (ATM) operators to compute alternative
landing trajectories.

Keywords: WRF; numerical weather prediction; nowcasting; data assimilation; severe weather
events; aviation; air traffic management

1. Introduction

Over the past 20 years, air traffic has increased significantly due to the creation
of new hub airports, the expansion of new low-cost carriers and the growing tourism
demand [1]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that severe weather conditions (such as
windstorms, lightning, thunderstorms, updrafts/downdrafts, turbulence and fog) impact
aviation operations [2,3]. Although the main factors in causing aviation accidents are
human errors, weather conditions have a relevant contribution [4]. In particular, a report
by the National Transportation Safety Board [5] mentions convective activity as one of the
main adverse aviation weather conditions that can cause or contribute to aircraft accidents.
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In particular, mountain waves and thunderstorms can generate conditions that may lead to
fatal accidents [6–8]. In this context, the variation of the wind speed in the flights direction
and the wind vertical shear associated with convective phenomena are crucial in producing
lift, hence a serious safety concern. During the takeoff or landing phases, when the aircraft
is in a region with low headwind, the loss of lift caused by a strong downburst or by
crosswinds [7,9] induced by intense rainfall can be a serious problem, with a significant loss
of altitude until the crash. Moreover, the presence of the aforementioned severe weather
conditions at the departure or arrival airport or along the flight route can lead to delays,
cancellations and diversions with significant costs for flight companies and inconvenience
for passengers. The impact of major storms on flight paths is responsible for about 7% of
total en-route delays, with an estimated loss of about EUR 2 billion for 2019 alone. In the
same year, more than 1 million extra kilometers were flown to avoid intense convective
cells, resulting in over 6000 tons of extra fuel consumption and the emission of over 2000
tons of carbon dioxide [10]. Moreover, overwhelming scientific evidence has proved that
due to global climate change, the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events are
expected to increase in the future [11,12], with impacts that can be costly and destructive for
aviation. The average en-route delay of a flight affected by a storm is expected to increase
by about 3–5 min by 2050 as well as a 0.5% increase in the horizontal flight inefficiency
compared with the past few years [10].

Over the past years, the use of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, followed
by an increasing availability of computational power, has made possible the forecast and
nowcasting improvement accuracy in order to support pilots and air traffic controllers
in the management of hazardous weather conditions. However, conventional NWP has
well-known difficulties in capturing the physical processes at small spatial and temporal
scales which still have a significant impact on aviation. The model’s capability to correctly
simulate the atmospheric processes and their dynamics depends on the spatial and temporal
resolutions as well as the physical parameterizations adopted but also on the accuracy
of the initial conditions [13]. In this context, the data assimilation techniques, used to
ingest observed data into the model in order to provide the best possible estimate of the
atmospheric state at the initial time, can improve the nowcasting of the convective cells.

One of the common problems of NWP-based nowcasting is the spinup time in rainfall
prediction [14], because the model needs a couple of hours to balance the inconsistencies
between the initial and boundary conditions before reproducing the small-scale dynamic
properly. To reduce these issues, a warm start with three-dimensional variational data
assimilation (3D-Var) in cycling mode is usually adopted to assimilate high temporal and
spatial resolution observations, reducing the uncertainties in the initial conditions [15].
Several studies have shown that the cycling 3D-Var, 4D-Var and Local Ensemble Transform
Kalman Filter (LETKF) improve the precipitation forecast skills [16–23], but despite the
development of new parametrization schemes and the increased availability of compu-
tational resources over the last years, the prediction of the exact position and timing of
convective events is still a challenge in NWP [24–26]. In Europe, the most common now-
casting systems, used to detect and forecast hazardous weather in support of Air Traffic
Management (ATM) activities, are the Integrated Nowcasting through Comprehensive
Analysis (INCA) [27,28] and AROME-NWC [29]. The first system, INCA, covers central
Europe with 1 km spatial resolution and uses the NWP forecast provided by the ALADIN
or COSMO models, depending on the region. The surface weather stations, radar data
and satellite products, namely cloud type, are combined with NWP fields using different
techniques. For the precipitation nowcasting, a classical advection method with motion
vectors derived from the cross correlation is used, while the nowcasting of temperature,
humidity and wind is Eulerian and based on modified trends of the NWP model. The
other one, AROME-NWC, assimilates the weather stations observations, satellite radi-
ances, aircraft-based observations and radar data with a 3D-Var method that combines
the observations with the first guess from the mesoscale model AROME. However, the
potential of assimilating lightning data is still unexplored from the ATM perspective. In
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this regards, within the Satellite-borne and IN-situ Observations to Predict The Initiation of
Convection for ATM (SINOPTICA) research project, funded by the Horizon 2020 SESAR
Programme, several partners have combined their skills to implement hypotheses and
case studies of meteorological forecasts related to airplane flights. The project aims to
improve the short-term forecast of severe convective events through the assimilation of
non-conventional observations into a numerical weather prediction model to the benefit
of ATM operations, with special focus on the tactical phases of arrivals. In particular,
the impact of assimilating weather radar reflectivity, Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS)-derived data, lightning and in situ weather stations has been assessed.

In this context, a squall line passage over Malpensa airport (45.6301◦N, 8.7255◦E, Po
Valley- northwestern Italy) is chosen as a case study. Milano Malpensa airport, located in
the Po Valley, is within the top 20 largest European airports in terms of passengers (20th
in the list in 2019) and in terms of freight movement (14th in the list in 2019). The Po
Valley is characterized by an almost flat terrain surrounded by the Alps in the northern and
western sectors and Apennines in the south. The short distance from the Mediterranean
Sea to the South, which advects moist and warm air, makes this area particularly complex
and prone to severe and organized convection [30–33]. Thunderstorms are, in most cases,
associated with frontal passage (generally cold, [30]) across the Valley and, due to the water
vapor and heat accumulation at low levels, are often associated with violent phenomena,
such as hail, strong winds, squall lines, supercells and even tornadoes, especially in the
summer period [34]. Furthermore, due to a globally rising temperature and an increased
water vapor content in the lowest level of the atmosphere, the frequency of severe weather
and thunderstorms events, including lightning, hail and severe wind, are expected to
increase throughout Europe under projected anthropogenic climate conditions in the next
decades [35,36]. A regional climate model ensemble study [37] also simulates an increased
frequency of strong instability conditions, strong deep-layer shear and model precipitation
by up to 100% across Central and Eastern Europe compared with the historical period
(1971–2000) under the RCP8.5 and by 30–50% under the RCP4.5 scenario. This makes
Malpensa airport an excellent hotspot for this study. Then, several numerical simulations
were performed using Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to assess the possi-
ble benefits of the 3D-Var and nudging assimilation technique in an NWP-based system for
nowcasting convective cells that can impact aviation operations. Moreover, the lightning
data assimilation capability in combination with different types of observations is explored
to provide more reliable forecasts able to assist air traffic controllers in implementing
appropriate flight trajectories to avoid severe weather phenomena. To this purpose, three
different verification approaches, object-based, fuzzy and qualitative, are used to evaluate
the numerical simulations performance. The key novelties of this work lie in exploring
the potential of lightning data assimilation with the WRF model from an ATM perspective
for the first time in Europe, in pointing out the positive impact of lightning using three
different methods for convective and stratiform precipitation and in highlighting that the
assimilation of different data types is able to provide a reliable forecast in terms of spatial
and temporal accuracy that fulfills the ATM requirements.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the assimilated
datasets used for this study. A squall line overview, chosen as a case study, is provided in
Section 3. The WRF model configuration, and a brief data assimilation method description,
are presented in Section 4. The numerical simulations are described in Section 5. The results
obtained from the different assessments are discussed in Section 6. Summary and future
developments are given in Section 7.

2. Datasets

In the framework of the SINOPTICA project, the weather radar reflectivity, acquired
by the Italian radar network, is considered. The Italian radar mosaic [38] is composed of
23 ground-based weather radars (20 C-band and 3 X-band) operated by various actors,
namely the Italian Civil Protection Department (DPC), Regions and ENAV. A quality control
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procedure [39] is applied to the radar observations to identify and compensate for the main
sources of error (non-weather returns, rain path attenuation, partial beam blocking and
radio local area network interference) before generating a series of products including the
reflectivity Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) every 10 min at 1 km spatial
resolution. CAPPI reflectivity, a two-dimensional areal representation extracted from 3D
radar volume scan data, at 2000, 3000 and 5000 m a.s.l., is assimilated into WRF model.
Furthermore, a thinning procedure is applied to the reflectivity to ensure uncorrelated
observation errors [40,41], and to reduce the computational complexity.

The lightning data, used for the numerical simulations, are provided by the Lightning
Network LAMPINET of the Italian Air Force Meteorological Service (IAFMS), which has
been operational since 2004. This network consists of 15 sensors set up between 2004 and
2005 and distributed over the whole Italian territory, including the islands [42]. It is based
both on the MDF (Magnetic Direction Finding) and TOA (Time Of Arrival) techniques [43].
Network performances reach a detection efficiency of 90% for a peak current higher than
50 kA. The location accuracy is about 500 m over the whole Italian territory. The kind
of sensor is IMPACT-ESP (IMProved Accuracy through Combined Technology Enhanced
Sensitivity and Performance Sensor). These sensors detect radio frequency energy from CG
and IC discharges in a bandwidth from 1 kHz to 350 kHz; the azimuth angle of the discharge
location, time of signal arrival, peak signal strength and discharge width are also measured.
The data from LAMPINET are pre-processed before being used in data assimilation. In
particular, the assimilation procedure requires the computation of lightning density over
the WRF grid (2.5 km horizontal resolution over Italy). For this purpose, lightning is
remapped into the WRF by considering all the flashes in a time interval, associating each
lightning strike to a specific grid point of the model. This grid point is the one closest to the
flash. All flashes outside the model domain are discarded.

The Italian Civil Protection Department (DPC) collects data from over 5000 in situ
weather stations (hereafter, DPC weather stations) managed by the regional environmental
agencies. Several sensors are mounted on them, capable of transmitting the collected
data to the regional collection and processing centers. Now, the DPC weather stations
network includes about 2000 rain gauges, 1000 hydrometers and 4000 other sensors such
as temperature sensors, anemometers and snow gauges. A quality check has not been
implemented yet at the operational level, however, a quality assessment procedure is
provided by Arpa Piemonte (personal communication) for the temperature data assimilated
into the WRF model.

The GNSS-derived parameter that is of interest for assimilation into the WRF model
is the so-called Zenith Total Delay (ZTD), that is a value combining all the signal delays
along each satellite-receiver line-of-sight (LoS) into a single parameter expressing the total
delay in the vertical direction over the GNSS antenna. The ZTD was estimated by a joint
least-squares adjustment of undifferenced phase observations (the so-called “PPP batch”
approach [44]), as implemented by GReD in the BREVA software [45]. The processing
settings included the use of the Vienna Mapping Function (VMF) to map slant delays
to the zenith and VMF grids to compute the a priori values for the tropospheric delay.
One tropospheric delay parameter was estimated per epoch (i.e., one every 30 s), with a
constraint set to 1.5 cm/h. The resulting ZTD time series were validated by comparison
with radiosondes, using the 8 available radiosonde launch sites in Italy, and considering
the GNSS station nearest to the radiosonde launch site. This comparison resulted in ZTD
differences with RMSE values lower than 2 cm (which agrees with what is expected based
on the scientific literature) [46–49]. The high variability of water vapor both in space and
time requires highly dense and homogeneously distributed networks, with inter-distances
between the stations shorter than 10 km. With this aim, under the SINOPTICA project, a
low-cost GNSS station was purchased and deployed by GReD in the northern part of the
Malpensa airport, near the city of Varese, to compensate for the lack of stations north of
the airport.
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3. Overview of the Convective Event
3.1. Sinoptic and Mesoscale Description

On 11 May 2019, a squall line hit the Milano Malpensa airport (45.6301◦N, 8.7255◦E),
one of the busiest airports in Europe with over 29 million passengers in 2019. At 06:00
UTC, the synoptic scenario at 500 hPa was characterized by a stretched trough, extended
from northern Europe to the Mediterranean basin, which was approaching northern Italy,
whereas a weak anticyclonic ridge still affected central and southern Italy with stable
condition and clear sky (Figure 1a). After six hours, a cold air mass (Figure 1b) was
advected over the north-western Italian Alps and, at the same time, an intense south-
westerly flow increased the air column vorticity over the plain.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF high-resolution analysis
(HRES): 500 hPa geopotential height (dm, contours), temperature (◦C) and wind (barbs) at 06:00 UTC
(a) and 12:00 UTC (b) on 11 May.

Later, the cold air mass at 500 hPa reached the Po Valley with values around −26 ◦C
and, consequently, the winds veered to the northwest (Figure 2a). On the other hand,
the strong south-westerly flow at low levels moved a large amount of water vapor from
the Ligurian Sea to the inland, increasing the convective instability (Figure 2b). These
meteorological factors produced favorable conditions for the convective cells triggering
over northern Italy. In this context, a squall line hit the Malpensa airport between 14:00
UTC and 16:00 UTC, producing intense precipitation and heavy hail formation. The large
quantity of hail over the runaways caused an airport closure for 40 min and some flight
delays. In addition, nine planes were diverted to other airports. The heavy precipitation
also produced several floods in the Milan city, where some underpasses and metro stations
were closed. In addition, the strong downburst winds caused the falling of some trees
and billboards that required firefighters’ intervention. The event caused several economic
damages and a seriously injured person in the Lombardy region.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. ECMWF-HRES forecast starting 11 May 12:00 UTC, at 15:00 UTC (analysis is not available):
temperature (◦C), wind (barbs) and geopotential height (dm, contours) at 500 hPa over northern
Italy (a). Specific humidity (g kg−1) and wind (barbs) at 950 hPa (b). The green square indicates the
location of Malpensa airport.

3.2. Radar Observations

The Vertically Integrated Liquid (VIL, [50]) water content product, provided by the
Italian radar network, was used to provide a more detailed description at the local scale of
the event. The variable gives an estimation of the water content of the cloud considering
the exponential drop-size distribution proposed by [51]. The VIL data showed the first
signature of the convective system around 12:00 UTC over the north-western Alps, close to
the Italy–France border. Then, a squall line rapidly developed, growing both in intensity
and size (along its north–east axis) during its southeastward movement. The convective
system reached maximum intensity between 14:00 UTC and 16:00 UTC with VIL values
greater than 40 kg m−2 and a length of about 100 km. It was precisely at this stage that
the storm hit the Milano Malpensa Airport (Figure 3a), producing large accumulation
of small hail. Later, the convective system split in two parts: the first one moved to the
south, dissipating its energy, the other strengthened and moved northeastward, showing
significant VIL values until 19:00 UTC.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. VIL (kg m−2, (a)) and ETM (km, (b)) radar products at 14:50 UTC when the squall line has
affected the Malpensa airport, producing a large amount of hail on runways that caused the closure.
The red circle is centered on the Malpensa airport and has a radius of 50 km.

To further investigate the squall line characteristics, the VIL was compared with the
storm clouds maximum height, so the Echo-Top Maximum (ETM) height of the 20 dBZ.
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Figure 3b shows that the cloud top was mostly around 9 km, with a maximum up to
10 km. Considering that the storm developed downwind of the Alps, mainly triggered
by the convergence created by the low mesoscale, the orographic forcing did not play a relevant
role, a factor that joined with a weak water vapor advection. These factors may explain a cloud
top that was not so pronounced and high, but not extreme, VIL values. When analyzing in
more detail the storm system evolution in the region surrounding the Malpensa airport, it
becomes clear how challenging it was to predict this severe event. The storm developed in
fewer than two hours not so far away from the area of interest (Figure 4a), and the cell size also
increased rapidly only 1 h before the airport closure (Figure 4b). Indeed, the maximum VIL
value exceeded 40 mm in a circular area (<5 km diameter) over the airport, between 14:50 UTC
and 15:05 UTC (Figure 4c). This value is consistent with hail precipitation in spring season.
Later, the VIL values slightly started to decrease (Figure 4d).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Sequence of images from the Italian radar network showing the evolution of the squall
line that occurred on 11 May 2019. VIL (kg m−2) product obtained at 12:50 UTC (a), 13:20 UTC (b),
14:50 UTC (c) and 15:35 UTC (d) is shown. The red circle is centered on the Malpensa airport and has
a radius of 50 km.

4. WRF Model and Data Assimilation

The WRF model v3.8.1 [52] was used to simulate the convective event, whereas the data
assimilation was performed by using the WRF Data Assimilation (WRFDA) system [53] in
version 3.9.1.

4.1. WRF Domain Setup

A two-way nesting configuration with three nested domains (Figure 5a) was adopted
for this study: the mother domain with a grid spacing of 22.5 km (216 × 191 grid points)
covers Europe and part of northern Africa; the second domain is centered over the Mediter-
ranean basin with a horizontal resolution of 7.5 km and 523 × 448 grid points. Both
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domains have large dimension to capture the evolution and the interaction of the large-
scale pressure systems with the Mediterranean basin as well as the retrogressive wave
from Russia. Finally, the inner domain covers Italy with a spatial resolution of 2.5 km
(430 × 469 grid points). In the vertical, 50 terrains following sigma levels are adopted, and
the model top is set to 50 hPa. The physical parametrizations set for this study were already
successfully tested in several convective events with similar peculiarities and adopted
for the WRF-CIMA operational chain [17,54–57] that supports the DPC activities. For the
long-wave and shortwave radiation process, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for Global
Climate Models [58] is applied, while a WRF single-moment six-class scheme [59] with six
different types of hydrometeors is adopted for the microphysics. The Yonsei University
(YSU) scheme [60] is chosen to parametrize the vertical turbulent fluxes within the Plane-
tary Boundary Layer (PBL). Finally, the New Simplified Arakawa–Schubert scheme [61]
is applied for the convection, although no cumulus parametrization is used for the inner
domain (2.5 km) where it is explicitly resolved. The initial and lateral boundary conditions
are provided by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System
(NCEP-GFS) every 3 h with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. WRF domains (a) adopted for the numerical simulations: D1 (black), D2 (blue) and D3 (red)
with a horizontal resolution of 22.5 km, 7.5 km and 2.5 km, respectively. Spatial distribution of ZTD
observations (blue squares) and temperature data from weather stations (green points) assimilated
in the WRF model (b). The white rectangle indicates the study area (NW) where the validations
are performed.

4.2. 3D-Var Technique

The 3D-Var assimilation technique is used to generate more reliable initial conditions.
The technique aims to reduce the gap between background forecast and the observations
through the minimization of a cost function J, defined by Equation (1):

J(x) =
1
2
(x − xb)

T B−1(x − xb) + [yo − H(x)]TR−1[yo − H(x)] (1)

Matrices B and R are the background and observation error covariance matrices,
respectively; x is the model state vector, yo represents the observations vector, xb is the
background state and finally H is the nonlinear observation operator. The B matrix plays
a key role in adjusting the spatial impact of the observations in the assimilation process.
In this regard, The National Meteorological Center (NMC) method [62] was adopted for
the B matrix calculation. The method takes a series of forecasts valid at the same time but
initialized with a lag of 12 h. Thus, for this work, B is computed considering a period of
1 month, more specifically the entire month of May 2019. For the assimilation of the weather
radar reflectivity, a modified direct operator is adopted [17], while the GNSS zenith total
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delay (ZTD) observations and temperature data coming from surface weather stations are
assimilated using the default operator in the WRFDA package [53].

4.3. Nudging Technique

Lightning data are assimilated into WRF following the nudging scheme proposed
by [63]. The idea behind this method is to increase the model instability by the addition
of water vapor where and when flashes are observed. Flashes from LAMPINET are
first remapped onto the WRF innermost domain (2.5 km horizontal resolution). This is
performed by associating a flash to the closed grid point, while flashes outside the domain
are discarded. For the atmospheric columns above grid-points with flashes, the following
water vapor mixing ratio, qv, is computed:

qv = Aqs + Bqs tanh(CX)(1 − tanh(Dqg
α)) (2)

where A = 0.95, B = 0.07, C = 0.25, D= 0.25 and α = 2.2, qg is the graupel mixing ratio,
and qs is the saturation mixing ratio at the model temperature. The number X is the total
number of flashes occurring at the grid point in the last 15 min. Values between 5 and
30 min were used in the bibliography showing good results. The water vapor of (2) is
substituted to that simulated by WRF between the lifting condensation level (LCL) and the
−20 ◦C isotherm if the modeled mixing ratio is below that given by (2). As a consequence,
the method can only add water vapor to the simulation. The values of the constants of (2)
are the results of optimizing the impact of lightning data assimilation over Italy and the
Mediterranean [64,65].

5. Numerical Simulations

To assess the data assimilation benefits for nowcasting convective events, five numer-
ical experiments are carried out. There is ample evidence in the literature [14,17,66–71]
that the radar reflectivity cycling assimilation in the WRF model with 3D-Var improves the
forecast, so we have considered the experiment with radar data only as control run (CTL).
For this experiment, the radar CAPPI were assimilated every 3 h from 06:00 UTC to 12:00
UTC. In the RDR-LIG simulation, instead, the lightning data, coming from LAMPINET
network, were assimilated during a 3 h forecast between 06:00 UTC and 09:00 UTC through
a nudging technique (using 15 min of accumulated lightning), then the reflectivity data
are assimilated at 09:00 UTC with the 3D-Var technique. Later, a 3 h forecast is produced
again driven by the lighting nudging between 09:00 and 12:00 UTC, then the 3D-Var is
applied again using the reflectivity data at 12:00 UTC and, finally, 2 h of lightning nudging
is conducted between 12:00 UTC to 14:00 UTC (Figure 6). In the last two experiments, RDR-
ZTD-LIG and RDR-TMP-LIG, the same strategy was adopted, but the ZTD observations
and weather station data (temperature only) were added, respectively. Finally, a simulation
(ALL) with all available data, namely ZTD, lightning, radar reflectivity and temperature, is
carried out.

Figure 6. Data assimilation strategy for the RDR-LIG simulation.

In more detail, the temperature observations coming from around 2050 weather
stations and about 420 ZTD measurements (Figure 5b) are assimilated in each assimilation
cycle. All experiments allow to provide a forecast of the hazardous convective event at
high spatial (2.5 km) and temporal resolution (5 min) up to 1h in advance, giving the
ATM operators sufficient time to manage the air traffic and compute updating landing
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trajectories. The observations are only assimilated over the inner domain, with a spatial
resolution of 2.5 km. A brief description of the numerical simulations is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. List of numerical experiments.

Experiment Assimilated Data

CTL reflectivity
RDR-LIG reflectivity and lightning

RDR-ZTD-LIG reflectivity, ZTD and lightning
RDR-TMP-LIG reflectivity, temperature and lightning

ALL reflectivity, ZTD, temperature and lightning

6. Results and Validation

In order to assess the nowcasting system capability to provide an accurate forecast to
support ATM activities and to evaluate the impact of assimilating different datasets, the
performance of the numerical experiments are evaluated at high temporal resolution in
terms of VIL [50], a precursor of convective activity. The assessment is carried out using two
different approaches: object-based and fuzzy, respectively. Finally, a qualitative comparison
of water vapor and rainwater mixing ratio fields is also performed in order to further assess
the impact of different types of observations. The validation is performed in northwestern
Italy (Figure 5b, NW), a restricted area of the inner domain including Malpensa airport,
where the intensifying stage of the squall line occurred.

6.1. Object-Based Evaluation

To avoid the spatial limitations of using a point-by-point approach [72], the validation
of the numerical experiments is performed with the Method for the Object-Based Evaluation
(MODE, [73]) tool by comparing the observed and predicted VIL fields. The MODE
identifies the spatial structures (objects) and computes for each of them the following
attributes: centroid distance, angle difference, symmetric difference and percentile intensity.
These attributes are used as input to a fuzzy logic engine that performs the matching and
merging steps and summarizes in a single value called the total interest [74]. The score
ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best score. For this work, the VIL objects are evaluated
in terms of total interest value every 5 min starting from 14:00 UTC to 14:55 UTC (closure
of the airport). In this regard, three threshold values were selected: 3 kg m−2, 5 kg m−2

and 7 kg m−2, respectively. The first two thresholds are used to asses the model’s ability to
reproduce the stratiform precipitation area, while a threshold of 7 kg m−2 is used for the
convective ones [75], which are mostly interesting for aviation. The evolution of the interest
index for 3 kg m−2 threshold calculated in NW area is reported in Figure 7. The results
clearly demonstrate the benefit of assimilating lightning data; in fact, all experiments show
higher interest values compared with CTL, the simulation with radar data only (Figure 7a,
cyan line). The two simulations, RDR-LIG and RDR-ZTD-LIG, instead, show a similar
behavior, suggesting that the ZTD in combination with radar observations only produce a
slight impact. On the other hand, RDR-TMP-LIG performs better than the simulation with
ZTD, pointing out the benefits of in situ weather stations in convective cell forecasts. Finally,
the ALL experiment shows the best forecast with the highest interest value, confirming
the added value of lightning data and demonstrating that the ZTD observations if used
with additional data can further improve the forecast. The interest is also calculated for
5 kg m−2 (Figure 7b). According to the previous results, all experiments with lighting
data perform better than CTL, whereas RDR-ZTD-LIG does not differ greatly from RDR-
LIG. Moreover, the high interest values for the ALL simulation confirm the benefits of
assimilating ZTD and temperatures, especially in the interval 14:30–14:55 UTC, when the
squall line starts to intensify. To evaluate the capability of cycling assimilations to nowcast
the convective precipitation area, the interest is also calculated for 7 kg m−2 threshold
(Figure 7c). The beneficial impact of assimilating lightning is clear, and a significant gap in
terms of interest between CTL and the other simulations is found (Figure 7c). The use of
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ZTD in addition to lightning further increases the interest compared with RDR-LIG but in
the first 15 min only. Later, the impact is reduced and the simulation converges to RDR-LIG.
However, the assimilation of ZTD observations along with lightning data shows a clear
improvement compared with CTL in the whole simulation interval. Similar to the results
for the previous two thresholds, the RDR-TMP-LIG performs better than the RDR-ZTD-LIG,
suggesting that the weather stations’ data produce a larger impact compared with ZTD for
this event. However, the simulation with all observations (ALL) gives the best performance
in predicting convective precipitation, pointing out the importance of combining multiple
observations at the surface as well as different height levels to improve the forecast. In
conclusion, the use of the interest allows us to identify the key role of lightning in the
prediction of stratiform and convective precipitation area by showing a clear signal in the
results. In addition, the simulations with lightning data are able to predict the squall line
evolution 1 h in advance with good accuracy and a temporal resolution of 5 min, providing
a valuable forecast for ATM operators.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Evolution of the interest from 14:00 UTC to 14:55 UTC (closure of the airport) for the
threshold values 3 kg m−2 (a), 5 kg m−2 (b) and 7 kg m−2 (c), respectively. The CTL simulation is
represented by the cyan line, while RDR-LIG, RDR-ZTD-LIG, RDR-TMP-LIG and ALL simulations
are colored red, blue, pink and green, respectively

6.2. Fuzzy-Logic Evaluation

To mitigate the limitations of traditional verification, which compares the predicted
and observed point values at the same grid box, a fuzzy approach was adopted [76]. This
verification assumes that the forecast is useful even if a slight displacement, defined through
a local neighborhood, occurs. For this study, the Fraction Skill Score (FSS) [72], which com-
pares the fractional coverage of events in spatial windows of increasing size, was applied
to a short-range VIL forecast. The statistical index was calculated every five minutes and
averaged over a 55 min interval from 14:00 UTC to 14:55 UTC, the same adopted for the
object-based evaluation. To evaluate the performance of the numerical simulation with
more intense convective activity, the VIL thresholds of 10 kg m−2 and 15 kg m−2 were added.
The computation of the FSS is repeated for several neighborhood sizes, respectively, 2.5 km,
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7.5 km, 12.5 km, 22.5 km, 42.5 km and 82.5 km to evaluate how forecast skill varies with
different scales. FSS values range from 0 (wrong forecast) to 1 (perfect forecast), but a
value of 0.5 can be used to represent the lower limit of useful scales. The fuzzy veri-
fication is applied to the VIL fields for all numerical simulations in the NW area. The
results confirm the difficulties for CTL experiments (radar data only) in simulating the
squall line. In fact, the FSS shows low values at smaller scales even with lower thresh-
olds (Figure 8a). This behavior suggests that a skillful spatial scale is only reached when
averaging to 82.5 km; this is because the convective cell developed 1h in advance ac-
cording to the object-based evaluation. The analysis of FSS for RDR-LIG (Figure 8b)
shows significantly better (greater) values than CTL simulation for both low and high
thresholds, confirming the added value of lightning assimilation in forecasting both con-
vective and stratiform precipitation, although the score does not achieve a skillful scale.
On the other hand, the fuzzy analysis for RDR-ZTD-LIG (Figure 8c) and RDR-TMP-LIG
(Figure 8d) simulations shows no difference in FSS but a slight worsening compared with
RDR-LIG. The lightning assimilation, performed with a nudging technique, probably pro-
duces a larger impact than weather stations or ZTD measurements that are assimilated,
instead, with a 3D-Var scheme. Nevertheless, both the RDR-ZTD-LIG and RDR-TMP-LIG
experiments are still better than CTL, proving the benefit of using lightning data also in
combination with ZTD or temperature coming from weather stations. Finally, the FSS is
also calculated for ALL, the experiment that uses all available observations (Figure 8e).
In this case, the score shows higher values at each threshold compared with RDR-LIG,
confirming a further improvement in forecasting the squall line according to the object
analysis. Thus, the assimilation of different datasets proves to be effective for nowcasting
the convective cell with an accuracy capable of supporting ATM activities.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Cont.
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(e)

Figure 8. Mean FSS computed in the NW area from 14:00 UTC to 14:55 UTC for CTL (a), RDR-LIG
(b), RDR-ZTD-LIG (c), RDR-TMP-LIG (d) and ALL (e) simulations considering several VIL threshold
values: 5 kg m−2, 7 kg m−2, 10 kg m−2 and 15 kg m−2 and different neighborhood sizes: 2.5 km,
7.5 km, 22.5 km, 12.5 km, 42.5 km and 82.5 km, respectively.

6.3. Qualitative Comparison

To qualitatively assess the impact of assimilated data, we took a cross-section of rain
water and water vapor mixing ratio (hereafter, qrain and qvapor) through the squall line
from the ground to 5000 m a.s.l at 15:00 UTC, when the squall line reached the maximum
intensity over the Malpensa airport. The analysis for qrain confirms the difficulties of
RDR (simulation with radar data only) to predict the exact location and time of convective
cell; in fact, it develops 1 h before, thus no precipitation affects the airport at 15:00 UTC
(Figure 9a). On the other side, the use of lightning data is able to correct the forecast and
to trigger the convection at the right time in line with the statistical results. The RDR-LIG
produces a larger qrain value in the surrounding area of Malpensa with a maximum few
kilometers SE of the airport (Figure 9b), while the two simulations with ZTD and WS data
show a similar spatial distribution for qrain (Figure 9c,d) but with larger values than the
RDR-LIG experiment (Figure 9e), even if the qrain peak is reduced. The ALL experiment,
instead, is able to predict a maximum qrain over the airport (45.6301◦N, 8.7255◦E), further
improving the convective cell forecast in terms of intensity. In addition, the vertical cross-
sections of qvapor are analyzed to strength the qualitative assessment. The results show
that the assimilation of lightning data increases the water vapor content with respect
to RDR (Figure 10a), promoting the triggering of the convection. More specifically, the
RDR-LIG and RDR-ZTD-LIG experiments (Figure 10b,c) improve the distribution of water
vapor at low levels, whereas the two simulations with weather station observations, RDR-
TMP-LIG and ALL, respectively, increase the amount of water vapor also at higher levels
(Figure 10d,e), enhancing the intensity of the convective cell.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 9. Vertical cross-sections of rainwater mixing ratio (qrain, g kg−1) through the squall line
for the CTL (a), RDR-LIG (b), RDR-ZTD-LIG (c), RDR-TMP-LIG (d) and ALL (e) simulations at
15:00 UTC, 5 May 2019.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 10. Vertical cross-sections of water vapor mixing ratio (qvapor, g kg−1) through the squall
line for the CTL (a), RDR-LIG (b), RDR-ZTD-LIG (c), RDR-TMP-LIG (d) and ALL (e) simulations at
15:00 UTC, 5 May 2019.
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7. Conclusions

As part of the SINOPTICA project, the potentiality of the numerical prediction models
to nowcast the evolution of severe convective events, benefiting from the assimilation of
different types of observations, are explored. In this context, several numerical simulations
with the WRF model are performed, assimilating different types of observations such as
weather radar reflectivity, ZTD derived from ground GNSS data, temperature observations
coming from in situ weather stations and lightning data, to evaluate if the NWP-based
nowcasting system deployed for this work is able to support the Air Traffic Management
(ATM) activities by providing a sufficiently accurate forecast. In this regard, a squall line
event that affected Milano Malpensa airport causing huge flight delays and diversions
was chosen as a case study. To assess the impact of assimilation in predicting convective
precipitation, three different verification approaches are adopted, considering several VIL
thresholds: object based, fuzzy and qualitative. All performed simulations provide the
forecast at least 1 h in advance for the Malpensa event, giving ATM operators sufficient time
to manage air traffic and potentially calculate new landing trajectories prior to an extreme
convective event. However, the forecast accuracy strongly depends on the assimilated
observation type, as evidenced by the statistical evaluations. The results suggest that the
use of radar data only may be not sufficient to provide a reliable forecast for ATM purposes;
in fact, both object and fuzzy validations show low values in terms of interest and FSS for
stratiform as well as for convective precipitation, pointing out the poor performance of
CTL simulation in predicting the position and timing of the squall line. In addition, the
vertical cross-sections for qrain and qvapor show that CTL also anticipates the triggering
of the convective cell by about 1 h. Conversely, the RDR-LIG simulation demonstrates
the added value of assimilating lightning data. The high-interest values from the object-
based evaluation reveal a good capability in simulating the position and timing of the
squall line while passing over the airport; the forecast, therefore, can be integrated in an
ATM system to support pilots in the landing phase. On the other hand, the addition of
ZTD observations does not produce a significant impact: the evolution of interest values
remains comparable to the simulation with radar and lightning data, while the FSS shows
a slight worsening. This behavior is probably caused by the low number (around 400)
of GNSS taken into account because the assimilation is only performed over the inner
domain (Italy). The lightning and radar data are also assimilated together with temperature
from about 2000 in situ weather stations. The latter are much more numerous than GNSS,
and thus are able to produce a larger impact, increasing the amount of water vapor and
the qrain at low levels over the Malpensa airport and surrounding area. However, the
fuzzy verification is not able to recognize the impact produced by weather stations because
the mean FSS value is considered, consequently the RDR-ZTD-LIG and RDR-TMP-LIG
simulations show no difference. The object-based assessment, instead, is able to catch the
signal of weather stations; in fact, the interest index shows greater value, especially at low
thresholds, than the two simulations with lightning data, demonstrating the further benefits
of assimilated weather stations. Finally, the ability of cycling assimilation with all available
data is also evaluated. The results show the best performance in terms of FSS and interest,
pointing out the positive impact of assimilating lightning data in combination with ZTD and
temperatures. In addition, the qrain values increase in the surrounding area of Malpensa,
providing a more accurate forecast also in terms of intensity. In conclusion, the NWP-based
nowcasting with 3-h cycling assimilation demonstrates that the assimilation of lightning
data improves the location, timing and intensity of the convective event, providing a
highly reliable forecast of the squall line evolution at very high temporal resolution (5 min).
Moreover, the addition of ZTD and weather station data to lightning data further enhances
the forecast skill, also suggesting that the surface observations produce a positive impact
for this event. The model outputs are, therefore, suitable to manage air traffic, giving useful
information to pilots and operators for avoiding hazardous convective cells along the flight
path. The next step in this work will be to perform the integration of MET information in
an ATM system with a real traffic scenario to validate the results from an ATM perspective.
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Furthermore, the impact of GNSS-derived data will be further investigated, assimilating
them both in parent and child domains trying to obtain a greater impact. Moreover, a
comparison between ZTD and precipitable water vapor will be performed to evaluate if
a further improvement can be produced. In addition, the development of a data quality
procedure will also allow the assimilation of humidity and wind observations from weather
stations that may further improve the forecast. Finally, to further investigate the impact
of cycling 3D-Var and to strengthen the statistical analysis, a larger dataset, including
downbursts, hailstorms and supercells, which have proven to have a considerable impact
on approaching and take off phases, will be considered. In addition, NWP nowcasting
will be tested for several airports to evaluate the performance in region with different
orographic peculiarities and the versatility of the system. Although the results of this study
are encouraging, the severe convective cells forecast at high temporal and spatial resolution
remain a challenge. A further step forward in improving the predictive capability of a
traditional nowcasting forecast system could be the application of a combined approach
between WRF simulations with a 3D-Var cycling assimilation and a radar-based nowcasting
system through a blending technique [54].
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